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ABSTRACT 
Numerical calculations f9r thermally driven flows in a tall enclosure of aspect 
ratio 40 were carried out over a range of Grashof numbers Gr for a fixed 
Prandtl number u=0.71. In· all cases the motion is generated by a horizontal 
tempe_rature gradient .between the vertical sidewalls. Most of t·he calculations 
are concerned with the multicellular flow structure that arises above .some 
critical Grashof number Grcr· The value for Grcr was found to be relatively 
close to the value predicted by linear stability theory, and the calculated 
. . 
streamlines for Gr>Grcr represent what has been observed in laboratory 
experiments. Heat transfer ·results are given for the range of Grashof num·bers 
considered. Pressure, temperature, and their respective vertical gradients are 
shown as a function of height at the mid plane of the cavity. 
An investigation of the fully developed supercritical cell structure 
shows that the vorticity inside an eddy depends only on the streamfunction. 
This observation is characteristic of the non-diffusive limit Gr--+ oo. Near the 
center of an eddy the vorticity is essentially constant. It has also been found 
that the boundary layers which develop in the region near the base of the hot 
wall are similar to the type associated· with a ·heated vertical plate for the 
range of Gr considered. 
1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Natural convection of air in tall rectanguhir enclosures has been 
studied extensively over the past century because of its general application in 
a number of diverse fields: insulation of buildings, nuclear reactors, cooling of 
1il 
electronic components, convective motions in the ea~th's atmosphere, etc. 
These flows are generated by a_n applied horizontal temperature gradient 
imposed between the vertical sidewalls. A typical geometry is shown in figure 
1, where the vertical endwalls are maintained at fixed but distinct 
temperatures and the horizontal surfaces are adiabatic. 
The fluid within the cavity usually rises alo~g the hot wall, turns in 
the upper end of the cavity, sinks along the cold wall, and turns again. upon 
reaching the lower end. For two dimensional flows of this type, the equations 
governing the flow and heat transfer are dependent on three basic parameters: 
the Prandtl number u which is the ratio of _the v_iscous and thermal 
\ 
diffusivities, the Grashof number Gr which i_s the ratio of buoyancy effects to 
viscous diffusion, and the cavity aspect ratio II (height/length}. If the cavity is 
tall enough (H>> 1) and. if Gr is small, then a parallel flow exists in the 
central portion of the cavity away from the ends. 
If Gr· is increased for a fixed H and u., th.e flow may be susceptible to 
small disturbances and bifurcate to a new flow str_ucture. This problem has 
been studied extensively by many investig~tors, and experiments have shown 
that at some critical Grashof number Grcr, for H.>>1 and u=O(l), the one 
roll -flow described above bifurcates to a new steady multi-roll flow (see Elder, 
1965 and Vest & Arpaci, 1969). The type of instability that causes this first 
2 
L 
bifurcation depends on u. For u<12. 7, the base flow is most unsta,.ble to 
stationary disturbances (Korpela, 1973. and Birikh, 1972). Velocity and 
temperature profiles w~re obtained for the undisturbed flow from the 
experiments of Elder (1965) and Eckert & Carlson (1961) for a wide range of ( \ 
\ 
u, and were later used in a linear stability analysis to predict Grcr for the 
' 
limit H--+ oo (see Bergholz, 1978). 
The present investigation involves numerical and analytical studies of 
the subcritical and supercritical flow ·structures of air in a cavity of H=40. A 
spectral element method was implemented to· solve the equations governing· 
the flow. AU of the numerical results are obtained from the program 
NEKTON (1989). The numerical results for the base flow are compared with 
those obtained by Elder (1965). 
The profiles of variou~ quantities inclu_ding streamfunction a,.nd 
vorticity across an eddy are investigated for Gr>Grcr· In particular, the 
vo-rticity appears to he only a function of the streamfunction. within an eddy. 
The velocity and temperature profiles across the boundary layers that develop 
near the lower end of the hot wall are comp~red with the profiles obtained by 
Squire(1938) for natural convection qver a flat vertical hot plate. The 
numerical results are in good agreement with Squire's solution. 
There are certain disagreements between the numerical results 
presented in this thesis and the result~ obtaine~ from Lee & Korpela (1983) 
and Liakopoulos (1991.). In particular, the number of eddies present in the 
cavity for various Gr>Grcr disagree, although the average Nusselt number is 
unaffected. Some of these differences appear to be associated with a sensi_tivity 
to initial conditions. These points are. discussed in §-5.. 
3 
A description of the governing equations and boundary conditions is 
given 1n §2. The method of solution and numerical accuracy of NEKTON is 
discussed in §3. A brief description of the undisturbed flow and linear stability 
theory is given in §4. The numerical results are presented in §5. Heat transfer 
data is given in §6, and the end structures are discussed in §7. An investigation 
of the eddy structure based on the numerical results is given in §8. In §9, 
profiles of various quantities at the midplane of the cavity are presented and 
.discussed for a r.ange of Grashof numbers. 
4 
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The cavity geometry and boundary condition.s are shown in figure 1. On 
ii 
its upper and lower surfaces, the cavity· is perfectly insulated; the vertical 
sidewalls are isothermal. Air is contained within the cavity, and the fluid 
motion is generated by the tempe~ature difference between v~rtical walls. In 
the current analysis, it is assumed that the convective motion is governed by 
i 
•I "' I 
the Boussinesq approximation for which density changes are important only _in 
the gravitational term. These equations are nondimensionalized by scaling the 
coordinates x and z by the cavity width l, time by ~ where a is the thermal 
diffusivity of the fluid, temperature by the temperature difference between 
2 
vertical walls .6. T, velocities by 1, and pressure by p~~ where p0 is the 
reference density associated with the cold wall temperature. Using '*' to 
denote dimensionless quantities, and measuring the temperature relative to 
that of the cold wall, the continuity, momentum, and energy equations 
become 
{continuity) 
(momentum} 
and 
(energy) 
--'-+ 
V · V* 0 ,. 
--'-+ 
DV* + Vp* 
Dt* 
DT* 
Dt* 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Note that the pressure ter·m p* in (2.2) ·is measured relative to the hydrostatic 
5 
pressure variation on the cold wall. Also in (2.2) <Tis the Prandtl number, k is 
the unit vector in the z direction, and Ra g/J~f T is the Rayleigh number, 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, {3 is the coefficient of thermal 
expansion, and v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. For some of the 
analysis it is convenient to use the Grashof number, Gr=u-iRa, rather than 
the Rayleigh number. 
OI1ly two dimensional flows are considered in the present analysis. 
Experiments by Vest & Arpaci (1969) and by Hart (1971) confirm that this is 
a valid assumption if the third dimension of the cavity is sufficiently large .. 
2. i} Boundary Conditions 
No slip boundary conditions are imposed at each wall, giving 
{ x* = 0, 1 u*_:_ w*= 0 on 
z* H +H 
-2, 2 
(2.4) 
where H=~ is the cavity aspect ratio (see figure 1). The thermal boundary 
conditions are 
a) adiabatk upper and lower surfaces: 
b) isothermal vertical walls: 
on z* 
6· 
H +H. 
-2' 2 ' 
(2.5) 
T* 1 on x* - 0, -
; 
: (2.6) " 
T* - 0 * 1 
-
on x· 
-
. 
As can be seen from (2.l}-(2.6), steady solutions are governed by the 
dimens.ionless groups Ra, <J, and H· and the flow ·exhibits centro-symmetry 
--+ --+ 
with V*(x*,z*)=-V*(l;.._x*,-z*) and T*(x*,z*)=l-T*(l-x*,-z*) (see 
GiU, 1966). Throughout this thesis <J=0.71, H=40, and only the dependence 
on Ra is considered. 
;2. ii) Initial Conditions 
Development of the flow fields defined by equations (2.1)-(2.6) requires 
initial conditions for the time-dependent va!iables. For low val1:1es of the 
--+ 
Rayleigh number, the initial velocity and temperature fields used are V* _:.Q, 
T*=O. At larger values of the Ra~leigh number, zero initial conditions would 
require long transients to be computed before reaching the asymptotic state of 
the flow system. To decrease the required computational time, the Grashof _. 
number is gradually increased, and the velocity and temperature fields from 
"\'. 
the previous simulation are used for the initial conditions. 
7 
3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
- . 
A spectral element method is used to solve the system of equations 
defined by (2.1) - (2.6). The initial conditions for ea~h computation are 
obtained from the previous simulation\ as discuss~d in section 2 ii). The 
computer .program used in implementing the spectral element method is 
NEKTON {1989). NEKTON solves directly fqr the dimensional values of the 
.--+ A A 
velocity [ V = u(x,z,t.)i + w(x,z,~)k ] , pressure [- p(x,z,t) ] , and temperature 
[ T(x,z,t) J. For a fixed H, the Grashof number is gradually increased to find 
critical values in which transitions of the asymptotic state ( either time-
independent or oscillatory) ofthe flow field occur. 
3. i) Temporal Discretization 
All numerical simulations performed by NEKTON are time-dependent 
and time accurate, i.e., the governing equations are solved in the time-
dependent evolution form. For each new time level, the solution is updated by 
using finite differencing approximations in time. The convective and body 
--+ --+ --+ . . 
fbrce terms [ (V · '\/)V, (V · '\/)T, and -/3T g ] are treated explicitly using a 
third-order multistep Ad:ams-Bashforth method. S.tabilfty of this explicit 
scheme requires that the Courant number Co <. 0. 71, where 
Co = maxD ( ~tix, ~t;z). 
8 
Here ~t is the time increment by which the solution is advanced each 
timestep, ~x and ~z are the x and z distances between spatial collocation 
points (see section 3· ii and figure 2), and max0 refers to the maximum over 
the entire computational domain. The time step ~t is automatically 
determined by NEKTON to uphold the Courant condition an·d to ·guarantee 
stable time stepping. Temporal accuracy for the convective terms is O{~t 3 ). 
. --+ 
The diffusion terms ( 1/V2 V and kV 2T, where k is the thermal 
conductivity) are treated implicitly with a first order Euler backward method, 
and the temporal accuracy of these terms .is O(~t). As this step is implicit, 
there is no. stability re~triction. 
3 ii). Snatial D_iscretization 
The cavity shown in ·figure 1 .i"s divided into M non-overlapping· macro-
elements. Within each macro-element, NEKTON generates a local Cartesian 
mesh with N Gau~s-Lobatto collocation points [Patera, 1984]. The Gauss-. 
Lobatto collocation points are chosen because of their accurate· approximation, 
interpolation, and quadrature properties [NEKTON manual, 1989]. ~x and ~z 
are used to define the distance between collocation points (figure 2). Within 
--+ 
each macro-element, the unknown functions V(x,z,t), p(x,z,t), and T(x,z,t) 
are approx;imated by Legendre polynomials of order (N~ 1) at each of the 
~ 
Gauss-Lo·batto collocation points. Continuity of the functions V, p, and T at 
the interfaces between macro-elements is imposed, but continuity of the 
derivatives occurs only when the numerical solutions have converged to the 
corresponding exact solutions. 
9 
3 iii). Convergence 
Convergence to the exact solution can be achieved by either increasing 
the number of macro-elements, which will give a rate of convergence 
·proportional to some low power of the mesh size Llx .(e.g. Lix2), or by 
increasing .N, the order of the interpolating Legendre polynomial, resulting in 
exponential rates of convergence. The order N of the Legendre polynomial 
varies from 5 to 7 in these co~putations. 
10 
,, 
4. THE BASE FLOW AND LINEAR ST ABILITY THEORY 
An -analytical approach to this problem requires simplification of the 
r-
governing equations and assumptions for the form of the undisturbed two 
dimensional flow in a cavity of large aspect ratio. Once a form for the 
undisturbed flow is established, the effect of .small disturbances on the stability 
of the flow system ~an be studied. 
Two different approaches which correspond to the limit H......+oo for 
finite Prandtl number flows are discussed bdefly belo\Y. The· first approach 
considers th,e stability of the conduction regime in a slot with isothermal 
·vertical walls .(Korpela, Gozlim, & Baxi, 1973). The problem with this 
approach is that there are no end effects considered in the stability analysis. 
Experiments have shown that the effect of a cavity's aspect ratio. appears as a 
temperature gradient in the vertical direction [Eld~r, 1965]. Therefore the flow 
in a slot with a stratified vertical temperature gradient {see figure 3) will also 
be considered (Bergholz, 1978). The latter analysis, however; is not consistent 
with isothermal wall bo1J.ndary conditions and must be interpreted as 
corresponding t.o the stability of the interior flow away from the vertical 
sidewalls. 
4.i} The Bas~ Flow Far .From the Ends 
Both approaches require the velocity and temperature profiles for the 
base flow. If the vertical sidewalls of the slot are isothermal, then for low 
11 
values of Gr we can assume that a conduction solution exists where the 
velocity and temperature profiles take the following form: 
A 
= w~(x) k 
T* 1 - x*. 
The momentum equation given in (2.2) "reduces to 
* . d2w* 
er Ra( 1-x ) + er ( * 2 ) , dx 
where !;:iis a constant. Using the continuity condition 
J 1 w*dx* = 0 
0 
(4.la) 
(4.lb) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
and the boundary conditions given in (2.4) and (2.6), integration of (4.2) gives 
w* = }2 x*(l - x*)(l - 2x* ) (4.4) 
for the bas-e flow yelocity profile. 
In a slot with ·a stratified vertical temperature gradient (figure 3), the 
undisturbed flow in the conduction. regime takes the following form (Elder, 
1965): 
v* = w~(x) k ( 4.5a) 
12 
T* = T~(x) + fJz* ( 4.5b) 
p* = p~(z) ( 4 .. 5c) 
where 8= lri is the dimensionless vertical temperature gradient, w~(x) and 
Tb(x) are -real parts of 
with 
f 
.m 
1 
_ sinh[(l+mi)1x] - sinh[(l+mi),'(1-x)J 
sinh[(l+mi),'] ' 
( 4.6a) 
( 4.6b) 
m == ±1 
.and , = (!8Ra)4 is the stratification parameter. The empirical correlation 
8==0.5/H relates the dimensionless vertical temperature gradient with a .finite 
cavity (Elder, 1965}. The velocity and temperature profiles for both base flow 
solutions are shown in figure 4 for Gr=4000( ')'.=l.726) and Gr=8000 
( ,=2.053). As 1~0 the results in ( 4.6) do reduce to the simple conduction 
solution (4.1) and (4.4). 
4. ii) Linear 1Stability Predictions 
An analysis of the base flow and its stability for the two approaches 
discussed above can be found in the literature (Korpela et al., 19.73. and 
Bergholz, 1978). For air( u ~0.71}, a_ linear stability· analysis on both base flows 
described above predicts that the flow is susceptible to stationary disturbances 
13 
I 
\ 
and becomes unstable at approximately Grcr=8000. The experimental 
observations 9f Holland & Konicek (1973) and the numerical results of Lee & 
Korpela (1983) for a finite cavity of large aspect ratio show the first 
bifurcation to occ_ur at higher values of Grcr· This discrepancy may be due to 
the stabilizing effect of the vertical temperature gradient in the core (Lee & 
Korp~la, 1983). 
l -
/ 
I 
\ 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section the numerical .results for a cavity of aspect ratio 40 are 
presented for. 4000 <_Gr<20000. Simulations of the program NEKTON (see §3) 
were performed on Lehigh University's VAX 8530 mainframe computer and 
TITAN workstation. Convergence to the exact solution is achieved by 
increasing the order of the interpolating Legendre polynomial, N. Tlie results 
presented here are all time-independent and correspond to an order N betwe·en 
5 and 7. 
At Gr<Grcr, the flow field will consist of a single roll cell. Figure 4 
~ompares the numerical data for Gr~4000 and Gr=8000 at z*= 0 with the· 
base .flow results obtained in §4. The agreement is excellent, which provides a 
useful check of the.numerical results. 
Another useful check on the numerical resuits is· obtained by 
.performing an energy balance· on the entire cavity. Since the upper and lower 
surfaces are insulated, this implies that 
J+H/2&T* dz* = I+H/2aT: dz* . 
-H/2 Bx* x*=O -H/2 ox x*=1 
(5.1) 
The agreement is within 2% (see table 1). 
A bifurcation from a single roll cell to multiple cells occurs at 
8000<Grc:r<9000. Figures 5-9 show the effect of increasing Gr for a fixed H 
and (J. At the onset of multicellular convection, 13 rolls appear and as the 
Grashof number is increased to 15,000, one roll is lost. There are discrepancies 
in the critical Gr:ashof number and the number of cells in the cavity for 
15 
.·, 
\) 
various Gr>Grcr between these numerical calculations (N=5 and N=7) and 
the finite-differencing results of Lee and Korpela(l983) and. NEKTON results 
,. I' I 
, . ~/ 
obtained for N =9 (Liakopoulos, 1991). This indicates th~t the flow system 
may be sensitive to the initial conditions chosen(see LeQuere, 1990). The 
discrepancies are summarized in figure 10. 
Dimensionless wave1:iumbers were calculated and are compared with 
Bergholz's results based on linear stabilility theory (see table 2). Note that the 
wavelength ,\ between eddies changes slightly from one location to another in 
the numerical results, and. that the data presented in table 2 is based on the 
center 3 eddies. The wavelength of the streamlines, i~otherms, and lines of 
constant vorticity for all Gr> Gr er considered in this thesis are identical, and 
the vorticity appears to be a function only of the streamfunction within closed 
streamlines ( see §8). 
The isobar data presented in figures 5-9 corresponds to a pressure 
measured relative to- the _hydrostatic reference value at the mean temperature 
(see-also §9). 
16· 
Grashof # Norder # of elements q. /k 1n qoutfk % error, % difference 
' 
4000 5 72 -41.98 -41.91 0.17 0.07 
4000 5 108 -41.95 -41.91 0.10 
6000 5 72 -43.~15 -43.05 0.23 0.19 
6000 5 108 -43.07 -43.02 0.12 
8000 5 72 ·-44.31 -44.19 0.27 
8000 7 72 -44.37 -44.30 0.16 0.38 
8000 5 108 -44.20 -44.14 0.14 
8500 5 72 -44.76 -44.63 . 0.29 -
9000 5 72 -45.55 -45.:43 0.26 0.40 
9000 5 108 -45.62 -45 .. 61 0.02 -
9000* 9 102 -44.87 .-44.86 0.04 1.27** 
9500 5 72 -46.29 -46.17 0.26 -
12000 5 108 -49.45 -49.53 0.16 0.16 
12000 7 108 -49.51 -49.45 0.12 
15000 5 108 -51.95 -51.10 1.66 2.04 
15000 7 108 -52."21 -52.14 0.13 -
20000 5 108 -55. 74 -56.23 0.88 1.24 
20000 7 108 -56.43 .:56.32 0.20 -
20000* 9 102 -55.88 -55.84 0.07 0.70 
TABLE 1 Numerical error from (5.1). The % error is the error between qin 
and gout, and the % difference represents the maximum erro_r in q 
between the various N order solutions considered. 
* Results of Liakopoulos (1991 ). 
** . .. . For N=5, Gr>Grcr and for N=9 Gr<Grcr· 
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6. NUSSELT NUMBER AND VERTICAL HEAT FLUX 
The average N usselt number is computed from the horizontal 
temperature gradient at the wall: 
q" = - koT = hz(T1 - T2}' ox wall 
(6.1) 
where hz is the local heat lransfer coefficient. The· local Nusselt number along 
the wall is 
h L 
Nu - z -local - k -
1 oT 
(T~ - T 2) ox wall 
(6.2) 
Figure 11 shows the local N usselt number as a fun~tion of z along the hot- wall 
for various Gr. Integrating the local Nusselt number along the wall gives the 
average Nusselt number; 
Nu -'- hL'--
- 'k'-
,, 
} 
1 •J+h/2. oT 
H(T 1 - T 2 ) ·-h/2 ox walldz · 
(6.3) 
Table 3 and figure 12 show the average Nusselt number as a function of Or. A 
significant change 'in slope occurs at 8000<Gr<9000, which is a result of the 
bifurcat.ion from a single cell to a multi-cell flow. Cqnsequently, multicellular 
convectibn leads to a significant increase i1:>, the heat transfer across the cavity. 
The results agree with those of Lee and Korpela (1983) and Liakopoulos 
(1991) for Gr>Grcr, although there are discrepancies in Grcr· 
A vertical heat flux is obtain,ed by performing an energy balance on a 
section of the cavity. Using the continuity equation, th¢ dimensionless steady-
18 
(' 
state e~ergy equation can be written 
_Q_(u*T*) + _Q_(w*T*) = a2T* + a2T* . 
ax* az1 ax*2 az~ 2 
(6.4) 
Integrating (6.4) with respect to x across the cavity and re·arranging the t.erms 
. gives 
_g_ [Jl (w*T* - aT*) dx*] aT* 
dz* az* - ax* 0 1 
aT* 
ax* 0 
.. (6.5) 
Integration of (6.5) along some section of the cavity in the z direction gives 
J
l . * 
(w*T* - aT ) dx* 
8z* 0 
where the dimensionless heat fluxes are 
q1 .. n* .~ Jz' _ (&T*) dz* 
. O ox* 0 
and 
Jz' * - (8T ) dz* . O · ax.* 1 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
The expression on ·the left hand side of ( 6.6) represents the vertical heat flux~ 
A vertical Nusselt numbe.r Nuvert is deduced from the vertical heat flux: 
Nuvert = I: (w*T* - ~;:) dx*. (6.8) 
Figure 13 shows the vertical Nusselt number as a function of z* for various 
Gr .. N uver.t remains fairly constant in the ~enttal .region of the cavity for 
Gr>Grcr, although small fluctuations occur across the eddies. 
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l 
LJ 
Gr a= 21r/>.. 
at~ofiy (numerical) (Berg o z, 1978) 
9000 2.70 2.7K- 2.80 
12000 2.46 
11 
15000 2.24 
11 
20000 2~18 
11 
TABLE" 2 Dimensionless wavenumber. The numericalresults are based on 
the center 3 eddies, where >.. is the dimensionless distance 
between eddies ( distance/ l) . 
-Gr Nu 
4000 1.05 
6000 1.08 
8000 1.10 
8500 1.12 
9000 1.14 
9500 1.16 
12000 1.24 
15000 1.30 
20000 1.40 
TABLE 3 .Average Nusselt number as a functi_on of Gr for H=40, u=0.71. 
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7.0 THE END REGIONS 
When the fluid approaches the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity, 
it experiences a clockwise turning motion. A boundary layer with a dominant 
x-velocity component develops near the horizontal s~rfaces(see figure 14a). 
The flow structure in the corner regions is complicated and presently not well 
understood. 
At the base of the hot wall, the entering fluid particles are tµrned ~y 
the presence of the vertical sidewall and by buoyancy effects associated with 
increasing temperature. Figu·re 14b shows the temperature profiles in this. 
region (note that all of the profiles should h<:1,ve zero slope on z*=-20). Above 
this region but still near the base of the hot wall, it appears that conventional 
boundary layers of the type associated with a heated vertical plate develop. 
Fallo.wing the integral analysis developed by von Karman (1921 ), 
Sq·ui.re (1938) showed that a suitable i_ntegral formulation can be developed to 
obtain t~e velocity and temperature distribution across the boundary layer. 
The analysis is 01J.tlined in Gebhart et al. (1988) and the resulting velocity and 
temperature profiles across the boundary layer are 
*- W*X~ (1 _ X_**)2 
w _,. . 8* 8 (7.1a) 
* T* = (1 - ~) 2 
' 8* ' 
(7.lb) 
where the dimensionless boundary layer thickness, 6*, and W* are functions of 
z* and are obtained from the governing integral equations (see Gebhart et al., 
21 
1988). The standard expressions obtained for the latter quantities are 
1 1 1 
W* - 5.17u (u+~~)-2 Gr2 (z*+~)2 (7.2) 
1 1 1 1 
6* = 3.93,r-2 ( u+~~)4 Gr~4 (z* +~ )4. (7.2) 
The velocity and temperature profiles 
. 
1n (7.la) and (7.lb) for 
Gr=8000(subcritical) and Gr=20000(supercritical) are compared with the 
numerical results in fig~res 15 and 16. The numerical results are in excellent 
agreement with (7.la) and (7.lb) in the region near the hot wall for z* + H./2· 
< ·2.5 (figures 15 and 16 a and b ). For larger values of z* + H/2, the numerical 
-results begin to diverge from the vertical flat plate sC>luti.on due to the influx of 
fluid parti"cles from the stratified core entering the boundary layer (figures 15c 
and 16c ). 
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8. THE EDDY STRUCTURE FOR GR~ .Glkr 
Figure 17 shows the stream.lines, vorticity lines, and isotherms 
corresponding to ap. eddy near the .cep.ter of the cavity for Gr=20000. A scale 
.\ 
adjacent to each plot indicates the z* location. Figure 18 gives the vorticity 
and streamfui;iction <l.S a function of x* across various horizontal slices of the 
cavity section shown in figure 17. As an eddy is traversed, the streamfu.nction 
7/J first decreases. with a local minimum on the eddy centerline, and th~n. 
increases as the eddy boundary is again .approached. The behavior of the 
vorticity mirrors this pattern and· suggests that 
( = ((7/J) (8.1) 
(see figures 18b and c, .19, and 20). This is. characteristic of the behavior for 
the non-diffusive limit Gr--+oo ( outside of any shear layer or boundary layer). 
Mo.reover, it can also be seen in figures 18c and 19 that in the central portion 
of the eddy 
( - constant. {8·.2) 
The vertical profiles at x*=l/2 (figure 20} also show that the vorticity is 
roughly constant within the central region of the eddy~ Note that the Prandtl,.. 
Batchelor result for flows with closed streamlines, but without body forces, 
also predicts constant vorticity (Batchelor, 1956}. 
For Gr=20000, the temperature, vertical temperature gradient, and x 
23 
and z velocity profiles are shown in figure 21. The temperature appears to be 
roughly isothermal in the center of an eddy (figure 21a). This phenomenon 
requires further investigation, but the ~ssumption of constant T* in the 
Batchelor analysis will lead to d(/d'ljJ=O. For a related discussion see Haruta 
(1989). In general, the vertical temperature gradient is always negative 
between eddies (figure· 21b ), and ~lthough small,. BT*/ oz* is positive across 
the center of an eddy. 
The z-velocity profile does not change ·dramatically as a function of z* 
(figure 21d), although the maximum w* does increase from the region between 
adjacent eddies to the center of an eddy. As ~xpected, the absolute ma~imum 
x-velqcity u* occurs at the upper and lower edges of a closed streamline (see 
figure 21c). 
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9. MIDPLANE PROFILES 
To improve our understanding of the over.all ·flow struct~re for 
Gr>Grcr,. various quantities and. derivatives are. plotted as a funct.ion of z* at 
x*- 1/2 (figures 22.;27). For fixed Gr>Grcr, the wavelengths of all quantities 
in the central region of the cavity are the same and correspond to the 
wavelength discussed in §5. 
\.J 
For Gr<Grcr, the temperature is independent of z* away from the 
ends and the conduction solution T*= 1 - x* in this region(figure 22a). Note 
from figure 22b that the pressure is also constant away from the ends for 
Gr<Grcr, which is in agreement with experimental observations {Elder, 1965). 
For aH of the pressure data shown in the figures, the background 
hydrostp.,tic variation is again taken to correspond to the ·mean cavity 
temperature (T*= !), . i.e .. ' p*~ p*+ !uRaz'* . 
The temperature and pressure profil~s become more complicated for 
Gr.>Grcr due to the presence of convective cells in the core flow structure (see 
figures 23-26). All quantities become oscillatory and periodic in z* for 
Gr>Grcr in the central region of the cavity. The pressure reaches a minimum 
at the center of the eddies, and is .out of phase with the temperature 
oscillations. Note that for Gr=20000 the vertical temperature gradient profile 
dissplays a secondary oscillation within ·the eddies. 
Figure 27 shows the stream.function and vorticity as a function of z* at 
. . 
,, 
I 
x*=l/2 for various Gr>Grcr· As mentioned in §8, the absolute maximum of 
both the streamfunction and vorticity o~curs at the center of the eddies. Note 
that the vorticity is periodic in z* away from the ends for Gr=9000. For 
25 
Gr=12000, the vorticity begins to oscillate at a different frequency in z* 
between eddies, and the amplitude of these oscillations grow with increasing 
Gr. 
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10. SUMMARY 
Calculations have been carried out for natural convective flow in a tall 
cavity of aspect ratio H=40. In all cases the working fluid is air with a P.randtl 
number u=O. 71. The numerical results are obtained for the range of Grashof 
numbers 0<Gr<20000. 
At small Gr, the base flow consists of a single roll cell and heat is 
transferred across the cavity primarily by conduction. ';I'he numerical results 
for the velocity and temperature profiles in the center of the cavity are in 
agreeme·nt with the results of Batchelor(1954) and Elder(1965}. A bifurcation 
to a steady multiple cell structure occurs at. 8000<Grcr<9000. This result 
disagrees with the Grcr obtained by Lee and Korpela(l983) in their finite-
differencing calculations(.10000<Gr<l2000), _but is more consistent with the 
Grcr predicted by linear stability theory for the limit H-+oo (Grcr~8000). 
For Gr>Grcr, the number of secondary eddies present in the flow is a 
function of Gr. The wavelength between adjacent eddies increases with 
increasing Gr, and one eddy is lost when Gr is increased to 20000_. The latter 
result was also observed by Lee and Korpela(l983), but their numerical results 
contained an extra eddy for all Gr>Grcr· The number of ~ells observed by 
Liakopoulos(l991) for Grcr<Gr<15000 agrees with the results p:resented here, 
but a loss of two ce_lls occured when Gr was increased to 20000. This implies 
that the results are sen_sitive to initial conditions, and for a given value of Gr, 
the solution is non-unique. This phenomenon was observed by Le ·Quere in ·his 
numerical calculations for H=l6 and o-=0.71 (Le Quere, 1990). A comparison 
between the various numerical solutions discussed above shows that the 
27 
average Nusselt number for supercritical flows· is not ·sensitive to the initial 
data, and hence to the number of rolls present. 
The boundary l~yers which develop in the region near the hot wall 
appeared to be of the type associated with a heated vertical plate. This 
correspondence was observed for the entire range .of Gr considered in these 
calculations. 
Temperature, pressure, and their respective vertical gradients were 
plotted as a function of heig~t along the midplane of the cavity. For .Gr>Grcr, 
oscillations of the latter quantities in height indicate that the minimum 
oscillatory" pressure occurs at the center of an eddy. 
The eddy structure was investig~ted for Gr> >Grcr and the vorticity ( 
was found to be a functio~ only of the streamfunction tp insid·e an eddy: 
( - ((1/;). 
This relationship is characteristic of the non-diffusive limit Gr~oo. It was also 
observed that the vorticity i_s approximately constant. within the central 
portion of an eddy. The temperature across the center of an eddy als·o appears 
to be roughly constant. These profiles require further investigation, but are 
self-consistent for the limit Gr~oo. 
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FIGURE 1 Problem definition. The cavity has isothermal vertical sidewalls, 
where T
1
>T
2
. For low Grashof number flows, the fluid rotates 
clockwise. 
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FIGURE 2 Breakdown of the Gauss-Lobatto collocation points in a 
macro-elemerit. For this particular case, N =5. 
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FIGURE 3 
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.. X 
L 
The infinite slot· used for the stability analysis. The temperature 
difference between the vertical sidewalls remains constant, and 
the vertical temperature gradient is S. 
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